2001 mustang v6 horsepower

Let's get something straight right now: The Mustang GT is not a sports car. It's not even a grand
touring car, despite the GT initials that adorn it. It's a musclecar, with the forte of straight-line
speed, achieved by big horsepower and even bigger torque; the kind of V-8 power that makes
leaving a pair of long black stripes from a stoplight as easy as falling in love. Everything about
this car is loud â€” from the engine, to the exhaust, to the Mach sound system, to the car's
styling. Redesigned in to look more like a Mustang from the '60s, the brings more styling
tweaks, including blacked-out headlamps and a huge air scoop on the hood. While these styling
cues give the GT a more menacing face, the hood scoop is blocked off providing absolutely no
power gain whatsoever. The scoops in front of the rear wheels also have no functional benefit.
Mustangs have always been about performance, and this one carries on the tradition. No doubt
some Mustang purists are still having trouble sleeping at night over the loss of the , replaced in
by the modular sohc 4. Back in that engine produced bhp. Skip forward to present day and our
GT test car has a full bhp at rpm and lb. This means that the GT is one quick car. Its 0 â€” mph
time of 6. Handling has improved, too. The GT tops the old Mustang in the slalom â€”
Unfortunately, Ford has not addressed many of the problems enthusiasts have with this car,
including a lack of independent rear suspension and a strange seating position that's too high.
But while I heard gripes about the shifter's long throws and strange shape, I personally will be
upset the day they get rid of this angled-to-the-left lever. But what happened to the bolstered
front seats of the GTs of the s? The current ones are flat as a board. Despite being a musclecar,
the GT handles the twisty stuff just fine. The Quadra Shock rear setup keeps the rear planted,
and you really have to work to make the tail slide out. Steering is a bit ponderous, and the car
isn't as fond of changing directions as, say, a BMW M3, but there is enough sport in the car for
all but the most hardcore back-road chargers. And included in that admission price is the
awesome sound emitted from the GT's large-diameter dual exhaust pipes. Rev the GT hard up
to rpm, lift the throttle â€” and then rejoice in the burbling and popping, for there is nothing like
the sound of an American V Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search.
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Ford Mustang is an automobile that was produced by the American manufacturer Ford for the
through model years. For the Ford Mustang underwent its first major redesign in fifteen years,
being introduced in November and launching on December 9, It featured styling by Bud Magaldi
that incorporated some stylistic elements from the classic Mustangs. Prior to the redesigned
Mustang's launch, a two-seater show car was designed by Darrell Behmer and Bud Magali.
While this engine was not put into production, it hinted to the future use of Ford's Modular V8 in
the Mustang, including the eventual use of a supercharged 4. The base Mustang featured a 3.
Efforts were made to improve the car's handling as well as noise, vibration, and harshness NVH
conditions over the previous generation Mustang. The Mustang's front suspension makes use
of MacPherson struts with longer lower control arms, new spindles, anti-roll bars, and other
enhancements over and older Mustangs. In the rear, a four-bar link solid axle is used. All
Mustangs received standard four-wheel disc brakes, though anti-lock brakes ABS were
optional. Along with its new exterior, the Mustang received new interior styling. The Mustang's
cabin featured a "dual-cockpit" layout that was adorned with contours and sweeping curves,
similarly to other Fords of the time such as the Thunderbird. The Mustang offered many
options, some of which later became standard equipment. The preferred equipment package
came with power windows, mirrors, and door locks, remote keyless entry, air conditioning,
cruise control, and a trunk cargo net. Also available was Ford's Mach , watt multi-speaker sound
system with CD player. All Mustangs received standard three-point seat belts and dual front
airbags. Production of this Mustang ran until October Following the base Mustang in December
, the Mustang GT was reintroduced in January , featuring higher performance and better
handling than the base Mustang or its predecessor. Ford carried over the CID pushrod
small-block V8 engine called the "5. For , a one-year model referred to as the Mustang GTS was
introduced. This was considered to be a "stripped down" version of the Mustang GT that
included the performance parts of the GT model, but a minimum of non-performance related
features. The GT was the last year of the 5. These engines were produced at two different
plants, Windsor and Romeo. The Windsor and Romeo have subtle differences. Valve cover bolt
patterns are one. Romeo has fewer bolts than the Windsor. Another difference is the front cover
bolts. The Romeo uses jack screws on the main caps and the Windsor uses dowels. For , the 4.
This was achieved through PCM calibration and a modified fuel system. Though capable of
matching or exceeding the older V8's output, the 4. For the and model years, the 5. Suspension
and brakes were also changed with inch front discs with "COBRA" embossed calipers as well

as Cobra specific shocks, struts, and springs. In it was available in a special color package
called the Mystic Cobra which consisted of an expensive Chrom-a-lusion exterior finish like the
Mysti-Chrome package on models. A total of 2, were produced. A redesigned SN Mustang came
on December 26, , for the model year with production starting in November Characterizing the
redesign was Ford's New Edge design language, which featured sharper contours, larger wheel
arches, and creases in the bodywork, replacing many of the soft lines of the previous model.
The Mustang also received new wheels and hubcaps. However, the car carried over the same
roofline and interior, in addition to the same basic platform. All Mustangs except the Cobra
received "35th-Anniversary" badges on the front fenders. The 3. For , the Mustang also received
a change to its taillights, making them edgier, with sharp corners and straight lines as opposed
to the rounded off style of previous years. The lamps were still composed of three vertical
segments, reminiscent of the original. Minimal changes occurred from year-to-year, most
noticeable was a redesigned center panel in the dashboard for , which now allowed double-din
stereo head units, including an in-dash six-CD player. The rear window defroster switch,
previously mounted below the headlamp pull switch, was moved to the lower center stack
below the stereo. When equipped, the fog lamp switch was relocated to the lower center stack
as well, previously, it was on the center console adjacent to the cup holders. The third button on
the lower switch panel was for the traction control system on V8 models. On convertible
models, the power roof switch remained on the center console - on coupe models, that switch
was replaced with a small coin holder. The GT model continued to use the 4. The Cobra model
returned for with its valve 4. Offered only in Performance Red, Laser Red, Black, Silver, White,
or Zinc Yellow, the Spring Feature package contained 17" x 8" performance wheels and tires, a
body-colored hood scoop, body-colored side scoops, two black "GT" stripes on the hood, and
black "Mustang" inserts on the embossed bumper. Ford produced 3, Spring Feature GTs. In ,
the Special Edition Bullitt was released to the public. Available only as coupe, the Bullitt was a
mildly upgraded version of the standard GT. The car also received an upgraded exhaust and a
re-designed intake. On the exterior, the car received unique Torq-Thrust style wheels, removal
of the fog lights for the US market, but standard for Canada and rear deck spoiler, as well as
new trim accents. The success of the Bullitt led to the production of a second special edition,
the to Mach 1. The Mach 1 was equipped with a 4. The interior of the car was given a retro theme
with seats made to look like the "comfort-weave" seats available in the s-era Mach 1s. It also
featured retro-themed gauges and a unique aluminum shifter ball. The car also received similar
suspension upgrades as the Bullitt including unique Tokico struts on the rear and the
convertible-spec subframe connectors. In , Ford produced a special 40th Anniversary Edition of
the Mustang. The anniversary package was available in Crimson Red exclusive to package ,
Oxford White or black. Ford produced 4, Crimson Red models. Crimson Red, Ford paint code
"FX", was also called Merlot on several other Ford models from the through model years. Most
40th Anniversary package cars came with Parchment tan leather interiors. Some came with
black leather. This is possibly a Canadian variation. This possible Canada-only variation also
features Cobra wheels, no hood stripes and 'Mustang' decals on the lower-body side panels
under the doors. Other than two pre-production units, all Crimson Red vehicles were built from
August through November It marked the end of this design of the Mustang, as ushered in an
all-new model. This generation was sold in Australia for two years from to as to compete
against the Holden Monaro which eventually became the basis for the reborn Pontiac GTO. Due
to the fact that the Mustang was never designed for right-hand-drive, Ford Australia contracted
Tickford Vehicle Engineering to convert Mustangs and modify them to meet Australian Design
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Filter Results reset. Body Style Convertible 5. Coupe 7. Trim Deluxe 2. GT Bullitt Edition 1. GT
Deluxe 2. GT Premium 2. Premium 2. SVT Cobra 2. Standard 1. Quick Specs. Engine Gas V6, 3.
EPA Class Subcompact. Style Name 2dr Convertible Deluxe. Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive.
Passenger Capacity 4. Passenger Doors 2. Body Style Convertible. Dimensions Vehicle. EPA
Classification Subcompact. Base Curb Weight lbs Front Hip Room in Front Leg Room in Second
Shoulder Room in Second Head Room in Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room in Front
Head Room in Second Leg Room in Wheelbase in Track Width, Rear in Height, Overall in
Length, Overall in Min Ground Clearance in 3. Track Width, Front in Liftover Height in Fuel
Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal Performance Specs Engine. Engine Order
Code Engine Type Gas V6. Displacement 3. Clutch Size in - TBD -. First Gear Ratio :1 3. Sixth
Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3.
Trans Order Code Second Gear Ratio :1 1. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Again NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 0.
Seventh Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Type 5. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Pwr. Rear Brake
Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Rear Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear Yes or NA. Front Brake Rotor
Diam x Thickness in Disc - Front Yes or Yes. Turning Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio
:1 , Overall Lock to Lock Turns Steering 2. Front Wheel Size in 16 x 7. Spare Wheel Material
Steel. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size in 16 x 7. Rear Wheel Material
Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size in 15 x 4. Suspension Type - Front MacPherson strut. Shock
Absorber Diameter - Rear mm Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Suspension Type - Rear Four-bar
link. Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Front in 1. Shock Absorber Diameter - Front mm Suspension Type
- Front Cont. Safety Features Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes.
Brakes-ABS No. Daytime Running Lights No. Traction Control No. Night Vision No. Rollover
Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps No. Parking Aid No. Tire Pressure Monitor No. Back-Up Camera
No. Stability Control No. Warranty Warranty. Basic Years 3. Corrosion Years 5. Drivetrain Years
3. Roadside Assistance Years 3. Other Specs Cooling System. Total Cooling System Capacity
qts Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Looking for other models of the Ford Mustang? Gas
Mileage. Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by
izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. After one year out of the marketplace, the SVT Mustang
Cobra returned for with a full horsepower and five new exterior colors and a number of exterior
changes that included a return to the word COBRA embossed into the rear fascia. The Cobra
returned with a hp 4. The Cobra Mustang included a independent rear suspension system,
raising the standard for muscle car performance. While the Cobra shares almost all the same
components of the , some changes were made including:. Share Tweet. Fourth Gen Mustang.
See all results. Weekly Mustang News Get the latest Mustang news, rumors, deals and events
each week. Cool Mustang stuff. No crap, we promise. This site uses cookies: Find out more.
Okay, thanks. Longitudinally mounted, degree V8, cast aluminum block and heads, iron cylinder
liners, fully counterweighted forged crankshaft. Double overhead camshafts, chain drive to
exhaust cams, secondary chains from exhaust to intake cams, roller finger followers with
hydraulic lash adjustment, oval-wire beehive- shaped valve springs, four valves per cylinder.
Modified gas-charged MacPherson strut, with separate lb. Multi-link independent, steel upper
control arm, aluminum lower control arm, fixed toe-control tie rod, aluminum spindle,
gas-charged tubular shock absorber, lb. Four-channel, four-sensor system. Linked to all-speed
traction control. Accomplished by engine ignition timing, cylinder cut-off, brake application.
Linked to ABS module and engine control module. Driver-controlled on-off switch. The Ford
Mustang has been a hugely popular car for those looking for a distinctly American muscle car
experience. It's also a model that is often modified, since it takes so well to additional
performance. And that doesn't just apply to the V8-powered Mustang GT, but it also applies to
the less-powerful V6 Mustang, which is powered by a 4. This engine takes to tuning just as well
as its V8 cousin. To unleash more power from your Mustang V6's engine, replace the restrictive
stock exhaust system with a more free-flowing one. You can start with a good quality
Flowmaster muffler. A decent cat-back exhaust, which replaces the exhaust aft of the catalytic
converter to retain emissions compliance, will unleash even more power. Another option is
installing a tubular header in place of the restrictive stock manifold. The more fresh, cold air
your Mustang V6 gets, the more powerful it will be. You can install a cold air intake that replaces

the restrictive stock airbox, mass air sensor and stock filter. Expect anywhere from 8 to 15
horspower and a better sounding growl from the engine. When it comes out of the factory, a
Mustang has conservatively tuned fuel and ignition curves. Though it's one of the more
expensive modifications, a re-tuned ECU can result in a dramatic performance improvement.
Another cheap and easy way to free up more power from your engine is to replace the large
factory pulleys for components like the fan and power steering with a smaller underdrive pulley
from a company like Steeda. The smaller pulleys reduce parasitic drag on the motor and can
give your engine a gain of up to 10 horsepower. As an added bonus, smaller pulleys also
improve your fuel mileage. William Zane has been a freelance writer and photographer for over
six years and specializes primarily in automotive-related subject matter among many other
topics. He has attended the Academy of Art College in San Francisco, where he studied
automotive design, and the University of New Mexico, where he studied journalism.
Reprogrammed ECU When it comes out of the factory, a Mustang has conservatively tuned fuel
and ignition curves. Underdrive Pulley Another cheap and easy way to free up more power from
your engine is to replace the large factory pulleys for components like the fan and power
steering with a smaller underdrive pulley from a company like Steeda. I love my mustang
bought it a couple months ago replaced allll fluids and oil of course. I really don't like a
standard car. It is really harder to drive a stick shift because especially on hills it can be very
difficult. But when I first bought my car brand new in the dealer actually taught me to drive my
car, probably just to make a sale. But I still own it am able to drive a stick. Love to drive it but
need more room. Cramped back seat and cold leather seats. Runs very good however. It's blue
with white interior. It has been garage kept and the top is in great condition. Change Year.
Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. GT Deluxe. GT Premium. GT Bullitt Edition. SVT Cobra.
Select Model: Standard. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb Weight:
lbs. Mechanical Features 3. Compare Models Standard. Rear Wheel Drive. Gasoline Fuel.
Exterior Features Pwr outside mirrors RH convex. Color-keyed rocker moldings. Intermittent
windshield wipers. Complex halogen headlamps. Rear split fold-down seat. Cloth seating
surfaces. Dual illuminated covered vanity mirrors. Tilt steering wheel. Color-keyed floor mats.
Pwr quarter windows. Cargo compartment lamp. Dual covered vanity mirrors. Color-keyed
carpeting. Rear window defroster. Pwr decklid release. SecuriLock anti-theft system. Driver-side
footrest. Child seat tether anchor brackets. Conner fannin wrote on January 12, Deborah S
wrote on December 30, Frank H wrote on December 15, See All Reviews Continue to Overview.
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Autoblog. Trim Family Comparison. Base View 2 Trims. Features 3. Mustang Base Base 2dr
Coupe. Base 2dr Convertible. GT View 2 Trims. Additional or replacing features on Base 4. GT
2dr Convertible. Cobra View 2 Trims. Additional or replacing features on GT 6, rpm Horsepower
4, rpm Torque 17" silver aluminum Wheels leather Seat trim driver Lumbar support. Mustang
Cobra Cobra 2dr Coupe. Cobra 2dr Convertible. Hyundai Tiburon. Toyota MR2 Spyder. Research
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below to enable JavaScript in your browser. The fifth generation began with the model year ,
and received a facelift for the model year. Originally designed by Sid Ramnarace through late
and finalized in mid, the fifth-generation Mustang's design was previewed by two pre production
concept cars that debuted at the North American International Auto Show. From the second half
of , design work commenced under Ford design chief, J Mays , and concluded in July with the
design freeze. Developed between February and November , two pre-production concept cars ,
a convertible and coupe model, were presented by Ford at the North American International
Auto Show on January 5, The Redline Red Metallic Ford Mustang GT convertible concept
included a "showbar" with a rim of billet-aluminum trim, inch wheels, The Tungsten Silver Ford
Mustang GT coupe concept included a glass roof and functional hood scoops, as well as a red
and charcoal leather interior accented by billet-aluminum hardware and a supercharged MOD 4.
Appearing with other concept vehicles at the show such as the Cadillac Sixteen , Aston Martin
V8 Vantage , and Dodge Tomahawk , AutoWeek called the Mustang concept the "most

significant vehicle in show". At the following year's North American International Auto Show,
Ford introduced a redesigned Mustang previewed by the concept vehicle that was codenamed
"S". Its platform was the D2C for the model year. Developed under the direction of Chief
Engineer Hau Thai-Tang and exterior styling designer Sid Ramnarace , the fifth generation
Mustang drew inspiration from the first-generation â€” Mustangs. Production start-up for the
Mustang was on September 7, , with the first model rolling off Flat Rock Assembly on
September 27, The â€” base Mustang was powered by Ford's cast iron block 4. The Mustang
has a MacPherson strut front suspension with reverse "L" lower control arms. The rear
suspension was a new three-link system with a Panhard Rod that controls the vertical and
lateral movements of the axle. In spite of this, Ford has drawn heavy criticism from the
automotive journalism community for the decision to equip the 5th generation Mustang with the
live axle system. Some of the options available included Ford's MyColor a color-configurable
instrument cluster available as part of the Interior Upgrade Package , brushed aluminum panels
also part of the Interior Upgrade Package , Ford's Shaker watt peak output or Shaker watt peak
output premium audio system with a 6-disc MP3-compatible CD changer, leather seating
surfaces, a six-way power adjustable driver seat, and a four-channel anti-lock brake system with
traction control standard on GT models. Replacement links from Ford are colored black or oxide
coated [18]. For , a less expensive version of the Mustang was introduced as the new base
model. The only difference between the V6 Standard and V6 Deluxe trim levels was that the V6
Standard featured sixteen-inch black steel wheels with plastic wheel covers, versus the
sixteen-inch alloy wheels on the V6 Deluxe. However, sixteen-inch alloy wheels could still be
optioned on the V6 Standard , as could most other available options on the V6 Deluxe. The V6
Standard was discontinued after the model year , once again leaving the V6 Deluxe as the base
Mustang trim level. As of , all Mustangs have seats containing material derived from soy beans ,
[19] harking back to some of Henry Ford's ideals. Ford Sync was available on the model only as
a dealer-installed kit. Several new options and standard features were introduced in the
following years, including the Pony Package , a DVD-based GPS navigation system made by
Pioneer , a power passenger seat , heated seats , Sirius Satellite Radio , new flat bottom spoiler
for V6 only , standard side airbags , HID headlamps , and ambient interior lighting The ambient
interior lighting package consisted of the installation of electroluminescence that gave the
driver the ability to choose various color combinations for the instrument cluster, sound system
and climate control displays, as well as light emitting from the top of the front footwells and
from beneath the rear seats. For , Ford introduced a new option called the glass roof. The Pony
Package for the V6 Mustang became available starting in This option includes an upgraded
suspension derived from the Mustang GT, inch wheels with wider tires originally only available
on the GT , a unique grille design with 2 options of fog lamps, a rear deck spoiler, and unique
door striping and emblems. Among the items were a billet grille, scoops, a spoiler and blackout
trim treatments. This package includes an upgraded suspension, additional interior trim, and a
grille with foglights. By , total of V6 Appearance Packages were built and only 96 by The
Mustang GT featured an all-aluminum 4. The GT model was capable of performing a quarter-mile
test in The differential uses the spline axles and the 8. The standard final drive ratio of and
Mustang GTs with a manual transmission was 3. Since the model year, a 3. Automatic
transmission-equipped models of all years come with 3. The Mustang GT features a stiffer,
better handling version of the standard suspension, larger The GT-H was available only in
Hertz's corporate colors: black exterior and twin gold racing stripes. The GT-H also includes the
handling package with lowering springs, improved dampers, sway bars, a strut tower brace and
a 3. The package adds 18" polished aluminum wheels, non-functional side scoops, and unique
vinyl striping that replaced the side GT emblems. Interior upgrades included Mustang labeled
floor mats, and CS only leather interior color options. The GT Appearance Package adds a hood
scoop, exhaust tips, and engine cover. Black GTCS side stripes which faded into a side scoop.
The front fascia was replaced with the one used in the Boss with working lower fascia fog
lights. The rear diffuser was taken from the Shelby GT while the rear deck lid featured black
vinyl and a wing spoiler. The interior's bright dash was replaced with black carbon fiber
treatment, while carbon fiber door inserts and seat leather patterns were added. Badging
included "GTCS" on the carbon fiber dash and floor mats. The front Grill was brushed aluminum
billet with a V6 style pony emblem on the driver's side. Rear axle gear selections were 3. The
Mustang Bullitt returned in February as a variant of the Mustang GT, the last version of which
was produced in Available in Dark Highland Green or Black exterior paint without spoiler and
GT fender emblems; the faux gas cap on the deck lid is replaced by a unique Bullitt version. The
Mustang GT's standard fog light-equipped grille is replaced with a specially designed pony-less
style grille highlighted by an aluminium accent. Dark Argent Gray inch cast-aluminum
euro-flange wheels are used with matching brake calipers and larger, 3. Although side quarter

window louvers as shown in picture are not standard, they are added by owners because they
are similar to those on the Mustang fastback. The Bullitt uses a version of the Mustang GT's
aluminum 4. It has a cold air intake, improved engine calibration, and a revised exhaust system
designed to mimic the sound of the Mustang used in the Bullitt movie. Premium grade, octane
or better gasoline is recommended, although an adaptive spark ignition system allows the
engine to accept regular grade gasoline. Total output is the same with either fuel, but the engine
delivers a flatter torque curve when using premium. The suspension is improved over the
standard GT utilizing stiffer springs, struts, and a decorative front strut tower brace while also
lowering the car's ride height by six millimeters. The Mustang catalog indicate the Bullitt
package was available on manual transmission Mustang GT Premium coupes as a regular
production option; the same color restrictions apply. Features of the Mustang include a glass
top roof option, as well as special 45th Anniversary badging to commemorate the original
Mustang's launch in A total of 46, were built. This model has the same engine and functional
equipment as a basic GT. The 45th Anniversary edition is badged with a Mustang Colt emblem,
with the 45th Anniversary logo. It included with an optional hood scoop and polished stainless
steel exhaust tips package, rear spoiler, the Ambient Lighting package was now standard and
included with the price of the vehicle at no additional cost, and 17" polished aluminum wheels
were optional 17" wheels were standard but this model year used the same silver 5 spoke
wheels since The Iacocca Silver 45th Anniversary Edition was a 45 unit production also
commemorating the 45th anniversary of Ford Mustang. Named for Lee Iacocca who helped
develop and introduce the Mustang. Despite its aftermarket build status, it carries factory
engine and warranties. Iacocca was given car 1 of the It retained the same basic live axle rear
suspension setup of the Mustang V6 and GT, with some minor durability enhancements such as
thicker sheet metal supports and extra welds, as well as redesigned strut towers to
accommodate a wider engine. Brembo inch disc brakes with aluminum four-piston calipers are
on the front with The GT failed to meet some automotive journalists' expectations. Production
for '08 was limited to units including prototypes , with another KR models built for ' The KR
featured new components and performance enhancements over the standard GT The rear axle
has a 3. To improve handling and help offset the car's front-heavy weight distribution, the GTKR
featured a Ford Racing strut tower brace and uniquely tuned struts, shocks, and springs. A
Mustang won the drivers, team and manufacturers' championships for both the and seasons of
Grand-Am Koni Challenge. Production began on January 12, and it went on sale in March
Design and development work began in , with September 29, being the when designer George
Saridikas' exterior proposal was chosen, as well as Robert Gelardi's interior proposal under
chief S designer Doug Gaffka. Specific changes to the exterior include a restyled Mustang
emblem, [50] a new headlight design with integrated turn signals, new slimmer side mirror
design, a prominent "powerdome" hood, and revised three-lens taillights with LEDs that blink in
sequence for turn indication. Additionally, the Mustang GT used smaller fog lights than the â€”
models though they were still mounted in the car's grille. Fog lights on V6 models a part of a
revised Pony Package first introduced for are now mounted in the lower fascia below the grille.
The radio antenna had been moved to the rear of the car and the lock for the trunk no longer
featured a keyhole on the trunk lid, substituting with a remote trunk release only. The Mustang's
interior was revised featuring higher quality thermoplastic olefin surfaces, available real
aluminium trim, and improved fit and finish. The new design moved away from the linear nature
of the previous models. Ford SYNC became available as a factory installed option on all trim
levels of the Mustang except the base model. This generation was the first to be sold in Japan in
left hand drive form with exterior lighting modifications to comply with Japanese Government
regulations. The standard engine was a 4. The V6 powertrains were unchanged from those used
in â€” Mustangs. Though the Mustang V-6 retained a single exhaust outlet, the diameter of the
tip had been increased one-half of an inch to three inches. Newly standard on the base Mustang
were inch painted aluminum wheels while inch wheels continue to be optional except for V8
models, where inch wheels were mounted by default. Other new available features and options
for the Mustang included Ford SYNC, dual-zone automatic climate control, an updated
navigation system with Sirius Travel Link, a capless fuel filler, a reverse camera system to aid in
backing up, and an updated version of the V6 Pony Package. For , the aging 4. The upgraded
powertrains were capable of achieving better fuel efficiency due in part to the new
transmissions. The 3. The Mustang offered a V6 Performance Package starting in the summer of
The package featured a standard 3. The Mustang Cobra Jet is a Mustang that was the same
design as the GT but it has wider tires and a bigger engine. Cobra Jet Mustangs were sold only
to professional drag racers and came without a VIN, making it impossible to register them as a
road car. Between and , development took place on further updates to the second generation S
In late design work by Robert Gelardi was frozen, with prototypes being first spotted in May On

November 2, , Ford unveiled the model year Mustang. The model year Mustang exterior was
updated with a new front fascia featuring a larger grille, standard HiD headlamps and two LED
accent strips adjacent to the headlamp lens. Models equipped with the Pony Package offered
LED lighting mounted on the side-view mirrors that produce a projection of a running horse on
the ground, 18" wheels, and lower valance fog lamps. In the rear, LED tail lamp clusters
included sequential turn signals as with â€” Mustangs and a reverse indicator light integrated
within the brake light. The trunk lid included a black panel that united the left and right tail lamp
clusters. Several new wheel designs were offered. Inside, Ford now offered a 4. Selections in
this information display included G-force, acceleration times, air-fuel ratio, cylinder head
temperature, and oil temperature. All models equipped with the 6-speed automatic transmission
included a SelectShift feature, which provided drivers the ability to choose and hold a gear and
to shift manually. The Mustang GT added a more powerful version of the 4. The 5-speed manual
and automatic transmissions offered with the updated V8 continued unchanged from before.
The size of the Mustang GT's dual exhaust tips had been increased by one-half of an inch to 3.
The Mustang GT came with standard inch wheels â€” one inch greater than the previous
Mustang GT's standard wheels â€” while inch wheels were a new option. Newly available for the
Mustang GT for were two performance packages. The Track Package featured higher
performance front and rear brake pads, stabilizer bars and rear lower control arms from the GT,
uniquely tuned shocks and struts, Pirelli summer tires includes automatic upgrade to inch
wheels , a 3. Starting in late for the model year, the Mustang GT's engine became an
all-aluminum valve 5. The Mustang GT marked this engine's first use in any production Ford.
While the new engine's displacement was similar to Ford's original "5. The new 5. Differing the
new engine from earlier Modular engines, among other features, was its use of wider bore
diameters and a longer stroke relative to the 4. Red-line had been raised to 7, rpm. Using
premium grade, octane or higher gasoline, the new 5. Racing style tubular headers replaced the
standard cast iron headers. Coolant and oil flow patterns were optimized for proper flow when
under high lateral forces, such as those experienced when on a road course track. The Mustang
GT also got new transmissions for The 6-speed manual transmission came with a 3. The
Mustang GT gained the same non-powertrain related upgrades that standard V6 Mustangs got
for Other, new features exclusive to the Mustang GT included "5. Taller rear head rests were
added in the middle of the model year for whiplash protection, with fold down feature for
visibility when rear passengers are not present. The rear fascia is altered for slightly better
aerodynamics than the as well. The design was inspired by international products in categories
such as jewelry, couture clothing, and architecture. The vehicle included rose-gold chrome
accents throughout the exterior and interior; satin-black body; quilted suede seats with
leather-wrapped interior upholstery. Modifications were also made to the engine, undercarriage,
drivetrain, and sound system. Changes for the model year included standard "blacked out" tail
lights and a front fascia similar to the styling of the Shelby GT models. The GT models include
LED fog lights mounted in the grille and functional heat extractors on the sides of the hood. To
commemorate the 60th anniversary of the U. The car is white with red and blue accents and
features USAF markings and logos, wide body modifications, a handcrafted and painted belly
pan by Creations n' Chrome that emulated the appearance of an F Thunderbird, front and rear
wide body elements by TS Designs, custom inch wheels by Forgiato , a modified navigation
screen, instrument cluster, rear seat delete, Recaro seats with embroidered Thunderbirds
elements, unique sill plates and puddle lamps, a Ford Racing supercharger, suspension
handling pack and Brembo brakes. Ford revived the Boss nameplate for The standard Ford
Mustang GT's 5. The quad exhaust system is made up of two standard Mustang GT outlets and
two side pipes that exit on either side of the rear crossover. The side pipes send the exhaust
through a set of metal "attenuation" discs to create an extra growling exhaust sound. The discs
are removable and include a spacer plate sized to match aftermarket exhaust dump valves. The
Boss takes the Mustang GT's suspension and adds higher-rate coil springs, stiffer bushings,
and a larger diameter rear stabilizer bar. The shocks are adjustable at the shock tower by using
a flat head screwdriver. The standard Mustang traction and stability control programs have
been altered with a new intermediate sport mode designed to allow for more flexibility on the
track. The aero package is almost entirely copied from the Boss R race car. The inch black-alloy
racing wheels are 9-inches wide up front and 9. The Boss Laguna Seca edition is a further
upgraded version of the Boss Additions include Recaro sport seats, a Torsen limited-slip rear
differential both optional on the standard Boss , revised suspension tuning with unique spring
and damper rates, and a larger rear stabilizer. It rides on 19X9-inch front and 19X10 inch rear
light-weight alloy wheels with R-compound ultra high-performance tires. Ford Racing front
brake ducts help cool the brakes. For , color choices include both School Bus Yellow and Black,
both with reflective matte silver stripes. A more aggressive front splitter and a larger rear

spoiler increase downforce for high speed track use. Only Laguna Seca versions will be built
each year for the two-year run for a total of The limited-edition Laguna Seca is designed to
bridge the gap between the Boss and the Boss R. The front fascia is new with larger upper and
lower grilles, a unique hood, large fog lights mounted in the lower front fascia similar to the
previous GT , Shelby's signature cobra badges on the grille, front fenders, and trunk lid
medallion with Shelby lettering over the medallion , inch wheels inch on the convertible model ,
and a Gurney Flap rear spoiler. Inside the GT gains a cobra disc on the steering wheel, shift ball,
and seats with embroidered cobras. Mechanically the Shelby GT remains closely related to the
â€” GT, but the model has been upgraded with various features similar to or found in the Shelby
GTKR. A conical cold air intake and other enhancements to the GT's supercharged 5.
Additionally, the fifth and sixth gear ratios of the transmission have been changed from 0.
Complementing the transmission's gear ratio changes is a new, more aggressive 3. According
to Inside Line , drivers of the new Shelby can expect 0 to 60 mph times in 4. Various
aerodynamic upgrades, such as the design of the front fascia and the aforementioned Gurney
Flap spoiler, contribute to increased downward force and a reduced coefficient of drag.
Suspension enhancements found in the GTKR are used in the GT to improve handling and,
specifically, provide better roll control. The GT features Ford's AdvanceTrac traction and
stability control system standard with different settings to control the level of performance the
driver desires. For , the Shelby GT received significant performance enhancements and other
upgrades. Arguably the most important of the GT's upgrades is a new aluminum engine block
for the car's supercharged 5. The coating allows for the replacement of traditional cast-iron
cylinder liners and marks Ford's first use of this process. Thanks to the new liner coating,
which has friction-reducing characteristics, and a revised exhaust, horsepower production from
the 5. The combination of the lighter engine, EPAS, and aerodynamic enhancements result in an
improvement in fuel efficiency for the GT relative to the model that eliminates the car's gas
guzzler tax. New features include standard HID headlights and a glass roof option. The Shelby
GT features the 5. The models gain a new front end sheet metal along with standard HID
headlamps, along with a new LED tail light assembly. Performance changes include twin fuel
pumps a Mustang GT's single supply pump, twice over , larger fuel injectors, a grippier and
larger-diameter clutch, a larger fan, a three-row intercooler the previous car used a double-row
unit , a beefed-up Tremec six-speed with an internal oil pump, and a single-piece carbon-fiber
driveshaft. Ford says the changes have resulted in a percent reduction in drag and a percent
increase in front-end downforce. Also new for is a larger front anti-roll bar and retuned springs.
An rpm-adjustable electronic launch-control function is standard, as is four-mode electronic
stability control. A Performance package is also offered, adding two-mode adjustable Bilstein
dampers and a Torsen limited-slip rear differential. In addition to the performance package, a
track package for road racing can be ordered bringing a transmission cooler, a nose-mounted
differential cooler for the Torsen limited-slip unit, and an air-to-oil engine-oil cooler. From
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to Ford Mustang V. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria. Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport
compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST. Focus RS. Sports car. For the Model year the Ford
Mustang remained largely unchanged from the Ford Mustang model. Easily identifiable changes
include:. Introduced more than 35 years ago, it has kept its love affair alive with the American
public. More than any other car, it symbolizes the spirit of individualism in all of us. Mustang is
a declaration of independence. With the top down and the music on, Mustang sets people free.
Its classic styling remains contemporary, and its spirited performance make it appealing to
automotive enthusiasts. Mustang is the quintessential fun-to-drive and fun-to-be-seen-in car.
This year Mustang gets a new console with a larger rear cup holder, repositioned front cup
holder, power point, tissue holder and parking brake boot. A rear-window defroster is now
standard on all models. New hood and side scoops on the GT model further distinguish it from
the V-6 version. A new "value leader" V-6 coupe is available for Model order combinations have
been reduced to approximately 50, compared to last year. The Mustang is fast, nimble and fun.
The standard engine is a 3. GT models have a standard 4. A 5-speed manual transmission is
available and provides the control and driving experience that performance enthusiasts want. A
4-speed automatic overdrive transmission also is available. Mustang's rear-wheel drive layout is
another characteristic valued by performance-oriented drivers. It provides balanced
performance and excellent acceleration feel. The rear-wheel layout spreads out tire loads from
steering and acceleration among all four tires not just the front two , providing excellent
steering and handling. It also eliminates torque steer that sometimes happens in front-wheel
drive models and causes the vehicle to pull left or right during heavy acceleration. Other design
facets contribute to Mustang's performance feel. It has a wide front and rear track which helps it
corner and handle extremely well. With 57 percent of the car's weight in front 56 percent for the
GT Convertible with manual transmission , Mustang is agile, has a stable handling feel,
excellent traction and confident braking. A Traction-Lok limited slip rear axle is standard on GT.
It transfers driving force to the rear wheel with the best traction for improved performance on
slippery or uneven surfaces. The Mustang still retains some of the original styling cues that first
turned heads more than three decades ago. But make no mistake: It is a highly
contemporary-looking automobile befitting its performance image. The striking exterior profile
reinforces its sports car heritage with an overall ground-hugging appearance that emphasizes
an agile, aggressive stance. The hood scoop, side scoop and pony emblem in chrome "corral"
brand incorporate classic Mustang design elements. The vertical taillamps feature a signature
tri-bar design, and the single-wing spoiler on the rear decklid of the GT model adds to the
performance image. Inside, the dual cockpit shape is reminiscent of the original Mustang; yet,
its wraparound design is modern and user-friendly. The headliner, rear package tray, and A- and
C-pillar moldings are color-keyed to the rest of the interior. The Mustang convertible provides
the ultimate carefree and fun-to-drive experience. Yet it also has a practical and easy-to-use
design. The power retractable convertible top has a semi-hard boot that protects the top from
dust when lowered and enhances the exterior appearance. A hydraulic system allows quick
raising and lowering of the
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top. The rear window is made of scratch-resistant glass. Mustang has a very high level of
standard, and available comfort and convenience features. Comfortable reclining cloth front
bucket seats are standard, as are split-folding rear seatbacks fixed rear seatbacks on the
Convertible. A six-way power driver's seat is available. It includes power lumbar adjustment,

two-way head restraint, recline feature and console armrest. Mustang was manufactured in
Dearborn, Mich. Also available this year was the limited production Bullitt Ford Mustang.
Electronically controlled 4-speed automatic with overdrive opt. Independent, modified
MacPherson strut with separate spring on lower arm and stabilizer bar. Four-bar link with coil
springs on lower arm upper, leading; lower, arm all ; unique horizontal axle damper and
stabilizer bar GT. Direct, gas-pressurized, hydraulic Mustang ; unique axle damper,
gas-pressurized, hydraulic vertical shock absorbers and foam sleeve with horizontal axle
dampers GT.

